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The iiiiGarden Vision TM modular system is

the best solution to today’s modern ‘urbanscape’ designs.  

Choose from a hand-picked range of outdoor products 

ranging from the best porcelain tiles through to world class 

lighting.

Add optional extras from a choice of stunning finishes -

artificial grass, seaters, planters, rills, firepits etc.  

DESIGN & VISION
iGarden Vision TM - Design

The iGarden Vision TM brings the best products and 

technological advancements together. This allows stunning 
contemporary outdoor spaces to be designed and constructed.

For new builds, or simply to replace old decking and patios, you 
can design and build a unique, functional, usable and truly low 

maintenance outdoor space.  

Choose the main elements from 

● a hand-picked range of specialist outdoor porcelain tiles
● the best in modern, safe, low-voltage lighting

Optional finishes include a range of contemporary ‘dressing 
modules’.  Artificial grass, seating, raised planters, rills water 

features and firepits.  Outdoor kitchens, gazebos and arbours 
can also be easily incorporated.

A beautiful and harmonised look can be created with simplicity 

and ease.

Sharp detail, clean edges, distinct and separate areas can be 
majestically showcased using subtle lighting to create a look 

different to anything else in the marketplace.

The iGarden Vision TM is unique.  It gives leading-edge design 

possibilities and is genuinely cost effective.

As a team, we can work with you to bring your vision alive. 
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GARDEN VISION BASE MODULE

Bringing the ‘indoors out’ and 
the ‘outdoors in’!

Harmonsing the outdoor space 
WITHOUT the traditional 

groundwork normally associated 
with large patios.

The iGarden Vision TM

The iGarden Vision TM revolutionises the way your outdoor space 

is designed AND built! 

At the heart of the system is the load-bearing base module.

Spreading loads to ensure structural stability AND dimensional 
accuracy the result gives a quality and stunning finish far

superior to any traditionally laid patio or decking.

The unique framing structure suits almost all foundation 
arrangements and differing ground conditions.  Whether flat, 

sloping or a combination of both, the framing will cope 
perfectly.

Its base module completely replaces traditional labour-intensive 
heavy groundwork processes.  It avoids the need to ‘dig out tons 

of soil,  back fill with more tons of hardcore, and then lay even 
more tons of concrete! All so you can top off with a ‘porcelain 

tile finish’.

It’s a  modern, lightweight galvanised steel frame created in the 
UK by Invenire Design (https://igardenvision.co.uk/).  

Working with garden designers, lighting specialists, landscapers 
and fabricators, the system draws together the best parts from 
the marketplace in function, form, technology and expertise.  

It’s a better way…in every respect! 
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The unique and patented framing structure.

• Structurally stable
• Dimensionally accurate

• Capable of spreading loads evenly
• Self draining

• Suiting nearly all foundation requirements
• Greener solution with less waste

• Recyclable and changeable
• The modular system also allows natural 

drainage to the sub surface



GARDN VISION YOUR VISION
Your vision, your design, your reality!

Dining areas, lounging areas or play areas? 

Steps, lawns, outdoor kitchens, pizza ovens and barbecue 
areas? Waterfalls, rills or firepits?

Your vision, your design, your reality!

If you want a seamless transition between the house and the 
outdoors it can be achieved.

From your kitchen, orangery or conservatory, you have visual 
continuity and then you simply step outside to a high quality and 

beautiful outdoors.

It’s simple, modern, enviable, classy , clean, and smart.  

It’s also very easy to maintain and with outdoor grade porcelain 
and low voltage lighting the end result is true quality.

From your design to the finished result the process is simple.

GARDEN VISION

Sharp, clean lines, easy 
maintenance and fabulous 

high quality finishing.  

Lighting completes the 
‘wow’ factor, extends the 
day into the evening and 

adds safety too!

Stretching and matching your 
space is easy.  

Whether at new or existing 
properties, we can blend the i

Garden VisionTM to match. 

We have all the modular 
products.

Porcelain tiles, lighting, seating 
planters and accessories can 
all be combined to match the 

outcome you seek.



GARDEN VISION THE PROCESS

Add contemporary free 

standing structures such as 

gazebos or arbours with 

ease.

A modular garden system built within your outdoor 
space. 

Together we design and utilise the key modular elements to 
achieve your bespoke look. 

Aiming for practicality in every case, we incorporate simplicity, 
geometric lines and work to achieve your vision.  

We ensure safe low-voltage lighting is designed and embedded 
to enhance the feel and create stunning visuals.  We also 

consider safety lighting on features such as steps to reduce trip 
hazards during the autumn and winter darkness.

We help with practical advice from initial survey, through lighting 
design, then topping it off with ‘designer dressing’ to achieve 

that ‘lifestyle’ look. 

You visualise the outcome.  We work with you and deliver the 
plan.

GARDEN VISION

Lighting adds stunning or subtle effects 
and enhances the visual impact.  

We always consider safety and build it 
into every design!

The final finish results in high quality, 
dimensional accuracy and precision. 

Traditional construction just can’t 
compete!



Create interest with great design!

Maybe an Instagram image, magazine article or just great 
imagination will give inspiration! 

You have the ideas.  We turn them into reality.

Different coloured tiles, steps and beautiful lighting extends 
those balmy summer days.

We help you consider

• Border finishing
• Water features such as fountains, rills, blades

• Structures for shade or effect such as arbours or gazebos
• Planting areas and irrigation

We concentrate on the technical stuff.  Structure, loads, 
dimensions, foundations, lighting and build. 

You concentrate on your vision and ‘dressing products’ such as
• Contemporary planters

• Seating
• Fire pits

• Water features 
• Outdoor kitchens or barbecue areas.  

Just ask us and we’ll fit it in!

CREATING SHAPE

The contemporary system works 
fabulously with 

square/rectangular and 
geometric designs.  

Intimate areas and pockets of 
interest can easily be created 

to give inspiration and fulfil your 
vision.

Different levels in the garden?  

With the modular system it’s far 
easier than a traditional build!

Lighting adds the ‘wow ‘factor 
and during dark autumn and 

winter evenings adds an aspect 
of safety.

GARDEN VISION



Pick from the modules – tiles, 
lights, seating, planters or let 
us suggest and design them 

all in for you. 

Found something unique?    
We can add it to the  design 
to create that special look. 

FINISHING & DRESSING

SEATING PLANTERS

GRASS

LIGHTING

GARDEN VISION

As soon as the base modules and ‘shape’ are committed 
then adding value to the visuals becomes easy.  We’ll help 

with ideas if needed.

Finishing and ‘dressing’ your outdoor space completes the 
stunning look.  Choose your porcelain tiles, contemporary 

seating,  planters,  shrubs, trees , decorative gravels.  The list 
is almost endless.

Utilise different colours and textures to enhance the overall 
look creating interest and great visuals.

STRUCTURES

WATER 
FEATURES

PORCELAIN



Porcelain - Sharp, Clean and Easy To Maintain

The iGarden Vision TM modular system has been specifically 

developed to accommodate a hand picked range of outdoor 
porcelain tiles.

They are fully suited to the northern hemisphere climate (high 
summer and freezing winter temperatures) and are totally frost 

proof.  

They have inbuilt slip resistance*!

They resist mould and algae build up, and a simple wipe keeps 
them clean and looking sharp.  

They are tough, can stand impact more than natural stone and 
can easily be lifted to access underground services such as 

drainage, manholes, cables etc.

Unlike natural stone they don’t lose their finish.

We have chosen different styles and sizes to suit all tastes.  The 
variations are almost limitless.

Choose from our iGarden Vision TM porcelain options of 

Classic

Classic Plus

Premium

Simple to Maintain

Outdoor porcelain is as close to being maintenance-free as any tile can get. Resisting mould
and algae they simply need a wash and wipe to clean them and bring back that new look.
Natural stone just cannot compete even when it has been ‘sealed’.

Affordable, Technically Superior and Self Draining

Even when ignoring future low maintenance costs, porcelain outdoor tiles are still one of the
most cost-effective surfacing options available.

Using the iiiiGarden Vision™ modular system the result is a technically superior finish to

traditionally laid tiles. Tiles laid on a traditional concrete base cannot drain at all; however the
iiiiGarden Vision™ modular system allows natural drainage to the sub-surface and pooling can

easily be handled after a shock downpour.

Durability and clean lines remain throughout.

Design Potential and Choice

You can customise colour and add texture to any garden design. Use different tiles for
different areas giving clear visual separation where needed. Choosing colours to compliment
your flowers or patio furniture or add visual texture is also possible.

Contrasting shades to highlight features in your property are all within easy reach and are just
the beginning of design possibilities. The choice from the hand picked range caters for all
tastes and styles.

* A full list of benefits is shown separately.

GARDEN VISION OUTDOOR PORCELAIN 



Benefits of the iiiiGarden Vision TM and Porcelain Tiles

✓Keeps that ‘beautiful new finish’ with no fade. Durability and clean lines
remain throughout

✓Resists mould and algae
✓Easy to maintain with a simple wipe clean process
✓Natural drainage to the sub-surface via the modular system unlike non

porous traditional concrete lay
✓Slip resistance of R11
✓Outdoor grade quality to suit the northern hemisphere
✓Incredibly durable and more so than natural sandstone
✓Stain resistant
✓No need for annual ‘sealing’ to preserve colour and stain resistance
✓Calibrated to precise specifications allowing ‘mm’ perfect finishes with

sharp and clean lines
✓Using the modular system impressive finish throughout
✓Can be easily lifted to gain access to cables and services
✓No periodic grouting or ‘grout lifting’
✓Easier to lay with precision levels and sharp lines.
✓No ‘rockers’ or recalls for slabs that have shifted through ground heave.

Using the iGarden Vision TM modular system the 

result is a technically superior finish to 
traditionally laid tiles.  

There are many advantages over a traditionally 
laid patio.  Some are listed alongside.

As an example, tiles laid on a traditional 
concrete base cannot drain storm water at all!

Those bedded on mortar have limited drainage 
as well.  

Water has to be channelled into storm water 
drainage systems or soakaways built into the 

core design.

However the iGarden Vision TM modular system 

allows natural drainage to the sub-surface and 
pooling can easily be handled after a shock 

downpour. This reduces or avoids the need for 
specialist storm water drainage. 

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN GARDEN VISION



MIMICA 
FOSSIL 
RANGE

GrigioAnthracite Bone

Our Mimica Fossil collection is designed 
specifically for exterior use and replicates 

traditional sandstone paving slabs

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN 

the slightly textured surface creates interest and provides a slip 
resistance of R11.

Available in two sizes:

600 X 600 X 20mm *classic

900 X 450 x 20mm *classic

GARDEN VISION



Available in three sizes:

600 X 600 X 20mm *classic

800 x 400 x 20mm *classic plus

800 x 800 x 20mm * premium

Anthracite SandLead

INDUSTRY
RANGE

the slightly textured surface creates interest and provides a slip 
resistance of R11.

Cement

This exciting and versatile range 
offers four beautiful shades of 

coloured concrete in an impressive 
variety of formats for use outdoors

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN GARDEN VISION



Available in three sizes:

600 X 600 X 20mm *classic

800 x 400 x 20mm *classic plus

800 x 800 x 20mm *premium

Blanc GrisCrème

HENRAUX
RANGE

the slightly textured surface creates interest and provides a slip 
resistance of R11.

Offering a real provence feel with 
convincing texture, shade variation and 

warmth. Available in three authentic 
stone shades

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN GARDEN VISION



Available in:

1200 x 400 x 20mm *premium

Elm MapleLarch

ARGENTO
RANGE

the slightly textured surface creates interest and provides a slip 
resistance of R11.

Sycamore

A fresh & popular collection of four 
authentic wood shades. Boasting an 

attractive wide plank option

OUTDOOR PORCELAIN GARDEN VISION



www.12vgardenlights.com
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info@12vgardenlights.com

0121 684 2282 / 07813 107766

the iGarden Vision TM modular system has been specifically 

developed to accommodate the best hand-picked range of 
outdoor lighting; suiting different tastes, styles and budgets.

Adding safe, low voltage and low-energy consuming 

lighting brings the outdoors alive. 

It makes the outdoors seem like indoors!

Backed by lighting design experts 12vgardenlights.com we 

provide the best in choice, design and installation nationally. 

*All prices shown on the Price List  cover the iGarden Vision TM

modular system, complete with porcelain tiles for the 

appropriate range.

(Lighting, planters and other additional accessories are also 

shown on the price list)

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
Low Voltage Outdoor Lighting – Designed Explicitly For Outdoor Use

Design & Support

Full dedicated lighting design and support comes with the system.  Lighting design requirements, 
lighting effects, installation and post-installation advice are all included.  

Lighting  will make your iGarden Vision TM pop, you will love it and be proud to show it!  The design 

will consider safety too, for example where steps and dark areas need to be lit.

GARDEN VISION

Multi Year Guarantees

All our 12v products are safe and are easily installed into

any iGarden Vision TM modular system. It’s been thought

through and designed in from the outset.

All products have either 3 or 5 year guarantees as they
are built for outdoor use.

None of the lights are low cost ‘solar’ units!

Choice and Quality

The hand-picked outdoor lighting provide the best 
solutions available today from leading European 
suppliers.

All products are safe and utilise efficient, low running cost 
LED’s and are not low cost ‘solar’ solutions.



12v Outdoor  System

12v CABLES & 
CONNECTORS

LED POWERED 
LIGHT FITTINGS

TRANSFORMERS, 
LIGHT SENSORS, 

TIMERS

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
PREMIUM COLLECTION
complete with a five year guarantee 

GARDEN VISION



GARDEN VISION

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
PREMIUM COLLECTION
complete with a five year guarantee 



12v Outdoor System

CABLES & 
CONNECTORS

REMOTE 
CONTROLS 
& SENSORS

TRANSFORMERS LED POWERED LIGHT 
FITTINGS

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
CLASSIC COLLECTION
complete with a three year guarantee 

GARDEN VISION



GARDEN VISION

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
CLASSIC COLLECTION
complete with a three year guarantee 



An attractive collection of decorative 
lights with changeable colours. 

Rock lights are suitable for use under 
water. 

12v Outdoor Decorative Lights

RGB LED & REMOTEROUND 30 / 40 / 50 OVAL 35 LAPIS

GARDEN VISION

OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
CLASSIC COLLECTION - DECORATIVE LIGHTING
complete with a three year guarantee 



iGARDEN

RANGE

Our Artificial Grass collection is designed specifically for the 

iGarden giving it, density, durability, softness and a 

realistic appearance.

Available in :

i 25   i 30   i 40   i 40 plus

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

i25 a quality short-pile grass designed for

general landscaping and ideal for areas
that are hard to maintain such as banks
and heavy traffic areas

i30 a stunning, soft, mid-range grass that

is perfect for gardens that have children
and dogs as it is hard-wearing and easy
to keep clean

i40 a luxury grass that is amazingly

realistic. Very soft to the touch but also
very durable, this is our best selling grass
in the range

i40 plus a fantastic new product that

has twice as many stitches per sq m than
any other grass currently on the market. It
feels like a carpet to walk on and looks
stunning

GARDEN VISION



GRP 
PRODUCTS

Your Design?

GRP allows bespoke items to be tooled  and 

manufactured, with no limits on size, shape 

or finish.

This gives designers, or you, creative freedom 

to create something truly unique.

LOW MAINTENANCE
GARDEN VISION

Low Maintenance GRP!

Glass–reinforced plastic (GRP) is a fibre reinforced
polymer made of a plastic matrix reinforced by fine
fibres of glass.

GRP is  lightweight, extremely strong, robust,  
corrosion resistant, water tight and  is low 

maintenance.

It makes a highly attractive option compared to 
more traditional materials like timber or metal. No 
rust, no painting, no wood rot! 

GRP is simply maintained with a soft cloth and warm 
water.

GRP products are a perfect addition providing the 
additional contemporary touches to make your 
perfect outdoor space and ‘Pinterest’ garden.

GRP is easily moulded into a wide variety of designs 
making it suitable for both standard and more 
bespoke applications.



PLANTERS
GRP allows bespoke items to be tooled  and 

manufactured, with no limits on size, shape 

or finish.

This gives designers, or you, creative freedom 

to create something truly unique.

The entire range of GRP products are simple to install. 
Just walk them in and site in their final position!

TAPERED CIRCLES

BOWLS
CIRCULAR

SCREEN

CUBES CURVED SQUARES

PLANTERS
GARDEN VISION



Seating

MIDDLE  END PLANTERS 

Bench sizes:

1200 x 500mm 
1500 x 500mm 
1800 x 500mm 
1200 x 500mm 

CORNER

GARDEN VISION

Seating has been developed to complement the planter range.  

Using high quality ‘Iroko’ hardwood as the slats gives longevity.  

Finishes can be achieved in  in gloss or matte to suit. Bespoke sizes are available upon 
request.

END  

SEATING



TOWER TROUGHS

1000 x 300 x 600 
1200 x 300 x 600 
1500 x 500 x 600 

1000 x 350 x 800 
1200 x 350 x 800 

The Tower Trough, creating that
“PINTEREST” Seating Area

Seating has been developed to complement the planter range

As for the seating we can match, contrast or harmonise the colour scheme 
or match your existing property colours?  Using the RAL colour matching 
scheme or the British Standard (BS) colours if preferred we can achieve 

almost any combination or colourway!  

Tower troughs added as a backdrop to the 
garden seating

GARDEN VISION
TROUGHS



BLADES, RILLS, BOWLS & 
FOUNTAINS

Water bowlsWater Blades Water Fountains

WATER FEATURES GARDEN VISION



COLOURS & FINISHES
All GRP products are available in any ‘RAL colour’*.  

Matts, satin, gloss, metallic ore and special effects 
finishes such as concrete effect can be specified to suit 

your design and existing property aesthetics.

GARDEN VISION
CHOOSE YOUR COLOURS

*RAL is a colour matching system used in Europe.


